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Content Full Name 

Please see the attache<l letter outlining Tourism Vancouver's concerns with Te<l Lee 
the proposed amendments to the Downtown Official Development Plan -
Area K3 (Granville street) 

Hi, I am unable to make the call this evening as I've had to go back to 
Ontario last minute for a family emergency. I manage<l to get on in-flight 
Wifi to listen in and pass along my fee<lback. I truly hope that Council 
members take the time to listen to the public and our concerns regarding the 
possibility of rezoning a portion of Granville into additional Social Housing. 
It's no secret how our neighbourhood has significantly deteriorate<l in terms 
of safety and cleanliness since the Howard Johnson and other SROs were 
made available along Granville Street We were promise<l that the nee<l to 
house less fortunate individuals would be spread out into other 
neighbourhoods and not concentrate<l here. Living so close to Granville and 
having to see first-hand what happens When you place troubled individuals 
into a middle-dass community has been incre<libly alarming. I've had to 
recen ly attend counselling specifically to deal with my mental health. The 
reason' Being chased with needles. Being threatene<l. Witnessing open drug 

use (ironically enough OUTSIDE of the OPS, not inside it). Witnessing kids 
yelle<l at by the parl<. This experiment has not worl<e<l out and we simply 
cannot take anymore as a community. Some say hat this is the only 
solution. but I can assure you having experience<l all of the downfall (with 
little positives) associate<l to social housing in our area, adding more will be 
absolute detrimental. It's clear that the majority of council has an agenda 
regarding this and they refuse to acknowle<lge or care for anyone else aside 
from the homeless. There are other ways to deal with this. Please reconsider. 
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Contact Name Organization 

Te<l Lee Tourism 
Vancouver 

Neighbourhood 

Unknown 

Downtown 
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No web 
attachments. 






